
Every year we visit my 
grandparents, they live near the 
beach. I really enjoy it there, it’s so 
quiet, the only noise comes from 
the birds flying above. 

My grandparents love collecting 
oysters and I help them, it’s great 
fun. But then, we have to eat the 
oysters, I don’t enjoy that at all!

Last year, I was playing with my 
friends and we found something 
really exciting. It was an old coin. 

We took it to the local museum and they told us it was a 
Roman coin. It was over 2000 years old! They told us it was 
very expensive. I could buy lots of toys with that coin!

We gave the coin to the museum. The people at the museum 
took our photo and put it next to the coin. So now I can say 
that my photo is in a museum.

11   Read the story and answer the question. Where is the 
coin now?
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1   The girl lives near the beach. 

2   The girl likes to visit her grandparents.

3   An oyster is something you can eat.

4   The girl likes oysters. 

5   The girl found the coin.

6   The girl kept the coin.

7   The girl’s photo is in the museum. 

33   Underline all the oi words, circle all the oy words in the 
text. Then write.

enjoy,

44   Think of your last holiday and write. Where did you go? 
What did you find there? Where is it now? 

1   Last holiday, I went to the  .

2   I found a  there.

3   Now, it’s in  .


